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Unit 1Unit 1 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 1

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the words with the sentence
that best describes the sport.

a) surfing 
b) skydiving 
c) BMX biking  
d) inline skating
e) bungee jumping

1  To do this sport, you have to jump 

out of an aeroplane. …… 

2  To do this sport, you have to like 

the sea. …… 

3  To do this sport, you have to like 

danger and ride very fast. …… 

4  To do this sport, you have to use 

shoes with wheels. …… 

5  To do this sport, you have to like to

hang in the air. …… 

B  Complete the sentences with the best

word or phrase.

a) cut or bruise 
b) broken leg  
c) sprained wrist  
d) sprained knee 
e) cracked rib

1  When you have a …… , it hurts when you

breathe.

2  When you have a …… , you can’t move

your hand easily.

3  When you have a …… , you can’t walk.

4  When you have a …… , it’s difficult to walk.

5  When you have a …… , you have to wear

a bandage.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read the following interview with
Erika, a surfer, then answer True (T) or
False (F) for the questions below. 

I first started surfing seriously when I was 10.
Does that seem young? Not where I’m from.
Everyone lives near the beach so it was easy
to learn how to surf. I loved the ocean and the
adrenalin rush I got every time I caught a
wave. I surfed every day after school until I
was 17. Then I entered a national surfing
contest and won! I knew that surfing was
more than just fun for me. It was a way of life.
I feel more alive when I surf. And what’s even
better – lots of girls like me are professional
surfers now.

T / F 

1  Erika was too young when she 

started to surf. ………

2  Erika surfed every day after 

school. ………

3  She loved the adrenalin rush of 

catching a wave. ………

4  Erika didn’t surf every day until 

she was 17. ………

5  Erika won a surfing competition. ………

6  For Erika surfing is just fun. ………

7  Not many girls like to surf. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 7

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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3 Language 

A  Put the following sentences in the

correct order 1-5.

a) …… After that, I went out everyday and

practised on my skateboard.

b) …… I got a skateboard for my birthday

two years ago. 

c) …… First I went straight to the shop to

buy knee pads and a helmet.

d) …… That was the beginning of my

interest in the best sport in the world.

e) …… Even today, two years later, my

parents can’t believe how much I

love it.

B   Choose the right form of the verb to

complete the sentences.

a) thought

b) got

c) learnt

d) planned

e) was

1  The two men …… to jump out of the

plane at exactly 12:05.

2  I …… so much when I went to ski class

last year.

3  Yesterday he …… very nervous before

the race started.

4  As a professional skydiver, he ……

extremely fit.

5  She …… BMX biking was the best sport

in the world.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 10

4 Pronunciation 

A  Which words contain a sound which is

unlike the others?

A B                   C

1 player         1 swimming     1 wrist

2 baseball        2 biking           2 ice

3 started         3 cycling        3 fight

4 dangerous     4 diving           4 eye

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 1: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 2Unit 2 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 2

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the sentences with the 
correct verb.

a) wear 

b) celebrate 

c) make 

d) watch  

e) have

1  Some people use controversial floats to
…… a protest. 

2  The music and dancing make it fun to
…… the parade.

3  Many people like to …… amazing
costumes at carnivals. 

4  The idea behind most festivals is to …… 
a good time. 

5  Many countries …… some kind of festival
every year. 

B  Answer True (T) or False (F) to the

following questions.

1  A float is part of a carnival parade.    ……  
2  All floats require sponsorship. …… 
3  When something is controversial, 

people usually have a lot to say 
about it. …… 

4  Slaves are people who aren’t free.    …… 
5  Dancing is not allowed at most 

festivals. …… 

C  Put these words into the correct

categories.

1 costumes 

2 decks 

3 floats 

4 dancers 

5 turntables 

a) festivals and           b) DJ mixing

carnivals

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 15

2 Reading 

A   Complete the dialogue with one of the
phrases below.

a) tracks
b) mix together
c) musical instrument
d) clubs
e) fastest growing music market

Interviewer:  Is it easy to find jobs as a DJ?
DJ: No. DJ mixing is the …1… now. You

have to be really good at it to get
work.

Interviewer:  Do you have to play a …2… to be
good at mixing?

DJ: No, but it helps. You understand
the music better.

Interviewer:  How do you know which tracks
…3… well?

DJ: Practice. Sometimes very different
…4… sound really good together.

Interviewer:  What’s the best part about your job?
DJ: That I only work at night at my

favourite …5… !

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 5

Name                                                                      Class                                Date
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3 Language 

A  Choose the best word to complete the
sentences.

1  Club members work …… on their floats
for the Carnival every year.

a) hard 
b) passionate
c) corruptly
d) usually

2  DJ mixing is growing …… in the music
market today.

a) slow
b) often
c) fast
d) sometimes

3  To be a performer at a carnival, you
have to dance ……

a) perfectly
b) hardly
c) always
d) unlikely

4  People support their schools …… at
Carnival.

a) usually
b) likely
c) slowly
d) passionately

5  Music, costumes and dancing are 
almost …… a part of all festivals.

a) always
b) never
c) not usually
d) really

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 5

4 Pronunciation 

A  Where is the stress in each of these
words? Put them into the correct
category. 

(a) mixer (b) support

(c) celebration (d) politicians

(e) corrupt               (f) traditions

(g) music (h) carnival

(i) decorations ( j) costume

1 Stress on 1st syllable

2 Stress on 2nd syllable

3 Stress on 3rd syllable

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 5

Quick Smart Test 2: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 3Unit 3 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 3

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the words with the sentence
that best describes the job. 

a) accountants 

b) gardeners / garden specialists 

c) managers  

d) ski instructors

e) computer programmers

1  …… love the outdoors and cold weather. 

2  …… look at a screen and write software.

3  …… know a lot about plants.

4  …… attend a lot of meetings.

5  …… work with numbers.

B  Complete the sentences with the

correct phrase.

a) …… you’re a techie …… 

b) …… work with people …… 

c) …… have a good salary …… 

d) …… see other countries …… 

e) …… work with numbers ……

1  If you want to ….., then a job as a

freelance reporter is good for you.

2 If you like to ….. more than people,

then a job as a financial analyst is right

for you.

3 If you want to ….. but little free time,

consider a job as a managing director.

4  If you think ….., then a job as a

computer programmer is best for you.

5  If you love to …., consider a job as a

sales manager.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A  Read the following text, then answer
True (T) or False (F) for the questions
below.

My name is Ron and I am a sales manager at a

large toy company. I have to attend a lot of

meetings. Sometimes I have to organise them

myself. This takes some planning. First I tell

everyone where the meeting is and also the

time. It’s very important to make this clear.

Then I prepare an agenda. It’s easier to stay on

topic if you’ve got an agenda. Sometimes I use

flip charts and somebody always takes the

minutes so we all remember what we

discussed. The time together is important. It

makes us feel more like a team.

T / F 

1  Ron has to attend a lot of 

meetings. ………

2  Ron never has to organise the 

meetings himself.                       ………

3  It’s important to state the time 

and place of the meeting. ………  

4  An agenda makes it easier to stay 

on topic.                                  ………   

5  One person should take the 

minutes.   ………  

6  Time together as a team is not 

important.                               ………   

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 6

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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3 Language 

A  Choose the best comparative to 

complete the sentences.

a) happier

b) more important

c) less stressful

d) more secure

e) healthier

f) riskier

g) more creative

1  Some people feel that it is …… to have

free time than a lot of money.

2  If you are working too hard, you need

to get a …… job.

3  A …… lifestyle includes exercise, good

food and more time outside.

4  Many people are …… if they spend less

time in their car.

5  Sometimes a …… job is a less exciting

one.

6  People with lots of ideas do better in

…… jobs.

7  A …… job sometimes means more

money but is often less secure.

B   Now choose the best superlative(s) to

complete the sentences.

a) largest

b) most beautiful

c) most fun

d) most expensive

e) best

f ) hardest

g) most

1  The …… places in the world are often 

the …… to live in.

2  The …… job I ever had also had the ……

pay.

3  Some people have the …… in jobs that

don’t pay very much.

4  The …… companies don’t always have

the …… exciting jobs.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 11

4 Pronunciation 

A  Which words have the sh sound? Mark

them.

…… a) specialist

…… b) expression

…… c) techie

…… d) job satisfaction

…… e) business

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 3: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 4Unit 4 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 4

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the sentences with the best
word.

a) game shows
b) the news
c) documentaries
d) soap operas
e) talk shows

1  …… are so boring. Who wants to see the
same people on the same show all the
time?

2 I don’t like to watch …… The world is so
depressing these days.

3 There are some interesting …… in the
afternoons. I like the presenter who
invites all of the celebrities.

4  …… are so fun to watch. I can always
answer all of the questions.

5 Sometimes I like to watch …… ,
especially if they are about strange
animals in different parts of the world.

B  Match the words with their definitions.

a) viewers
b) a producer
c) a series
d) contestants
e) a critic

1  …… answer questions on game shows.

2  …… watch the shows on TV.

3  …… writes comments about a

programme or film.

4  …… makes a programme or film.

5  …… is a group of programmes on TV.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A  Read the following interview, then
answer True (T) or False (F) for the
questions below. 

Interviewer: What made you decide to have
plastic surgery?

Sherry: I wasn’t happy with my looks. 
I really wanted to look like
Madonna.

Interviewer: Was it painful to have the
surgery?

Sherry: Yes, it was. But I wanted to look
like her so badly.

Interviewer: And do you think you look like
Madonna now?

Sherry: My face does but my body still
needs some work.

Interviewer: Are you going to get that done
then too?

Sherry: I have to save up some more

money first!

T / F 

1  Sherry wasn’t happy with her 

looks. ………

2  Plastic surgery wasn’t painful 

for her. ………

3  Sherry only wanted her face to 

look like Madonna’s. ………

4  It’s expensive to have plastic 

surgery. ………

5  Sherry wants to have surgery on 

her body too. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 5

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with the best

word or phrase.

a) do you

b) are you going 

c) are

d) going to

e) are you

1  What …… your plans this evening?

2  …… to see a film?

3  What ….. going to do tomorrow

morning?

4  …… have plans for this weekend?

5  I’m not …. do anything special.

B   Complete the sentences with the

gerund or the infinitive.

1  …… sports all day is not my idea of fun.

a) to watch

b) watching

2  I’m interested in….film. 

a) to study

b) studying

3  What are you going….on TV this week?

a) to watch

b) watching

4  I’m good at….the questions on game

shows.

a) to answer

b) answering

5  She’s going…..a film on Saturday night.

a) to see

b) seeing

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 10

4 Pronunciation 

A  How many syllables does each word

have? Put them in the appropriate box.

a) celebrity b) fantasy

c) fictional d) visual

e) news                   f) critic

g) documentary h) programme

i ) prize j ) series

1 One syllable

2 Two syllables

3 Three syllables

4 More than three syllables

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 5

Quick Smart Test 4: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 5Unit 5 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 5

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the table with the words below.

a) handbag (US: purse)
b) store card
c) backpacks
d) magazines
e) clothes
f) cash
g) cameras
h) credit card
i ) cheque
j ) wallet (US: billfold)

1 What you can use to buy things

2 What you can use to hold your money

3 What things you can buy with money

B  Complete the sentences with the best

word.

a) sales assistant     b) refund 

c) receipt d) sale    e) customer

1  If you buy something you don’t like, go
back to the shop and get a ……  

2  I don’t like to pay for anything full price.
I always look for a …… 

3  Ask the …… if you need some help.
4  I’m a regular …… at that shop.
5  You can’t get a refund without a …… 

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A  Read the following text about Adrienne,

a shopaholic, then answer True (T) or

False (F) for the questions below. 

I spent too much money again today. The new
clothes at my favourite shop were so beautiful.
And since I have their store card, there was no
reason not to buy. The sales assistant showed
me so many lovely new things. I went in to buy
just one thing but left with two bags of clothes!
I can’t use my credit card anymore because
I’ve spent too much already. I need help
because I just don’t know how to stop.
Shopping makes me so happy but I can’t pay
my bills.

Adrienne,
Shopaholic

T / F 

1  Adrienne hasn’t spent too much 

money on clothes. ………

2  A store card makes it easier to 

spend money. ………

3  The sales assistant showed 

Adrienne some beautiful clothes. ………

4  Adrienne wanted to buy a lot of 

clothes that day. ………

5  Adrienne can’t spend any more 

money on her credit card. ……… 

6  Adrienne goes shopping because 

it makes her happy. ……… 

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 6

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with the best

adverbial of quantity.

a) at all

b) a lot

c) very much

d) not much

e) a little

1  He doesn’t have good taste …… Look at

that suit! 

2  Talk to the sales assistant. They know

…… about fashion.

3  I don’t like that shop …… It has almost

no selection.

4  I know you’re nervous about it but even

my mum uses online shopping …… and

likes it. 

5  That shop is …… open …… , only at the

weekends.

B  Match the first column with the second

to make sentences.

1  I’m afraid this         a) to speak to

item …… the manager.

2  I’d like …… b) about that.

3  Here’s my c) doesn’t work.

4  I’m not happy …… d) for your help.

5  Thank you …… e) receipt.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 10

4 Pronunciation 

A  Do these words have a hard ‘c’ or a 

soft ‘c’? Put the words in the correct

box.

a) customer b) service 

c) credit card d) account

e) cancel f) cell phone (US)

g) receipt h) complaint

1 hard ‘c’ 2 soft ‘c’

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 4

Quick Smart Test 5: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 6Unit 6 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 6

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the table with the words below.

a) oranges b) milk

c) lettuce d) salmon

e) lamb f) chicken

g) tomatoes h) apples

i ) cheese               j ) tuna

1 fruit

2 vegetables

3 fish

4 meat

5 dairy 
produce

B  Complete the sentences with the best

word.

a) nutrients b) methane 

c) leather d) a vegetarian

e) global warming 

1  …… is a person who doesn’t eat meat.

2  Her new handbag is made of …… 

3  Plants, animals and people grow when

they get …… 

4  …… is happening faster than we think.

5  …… is a gas that contributes to global

warming.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A  Read the interview with a meat-eater

(Sara) and a vegetarian (Erik), then

answer True (T) or False (F) for the

questions below. 

Sara: Tell me the truth. Why don’t you
like meat?

Erik: It’s not a question of whether I
like it or not. I don’t eat meat
because I think it’s better for the
environment and for my health.

Sara: OK. I understand how it’s better
for the environment. But your
health? How do you get enough
protein?

Erik: It’s easy. I just eat a lot of nuts,
beans and dairy produce to get the
protein I need.

Sara: But wouldn’t it be easier to just
eat a steak?

Erik:           Perhaps easier but not healthier.
Vegetarian food is actually much
better for you.

T / F 

1  Erik doesn’t eat meat because 

he doesn’t like it. ………

2  Sara doesn’t understand how 

being a vegetarian helps the

environment. ……… 

3  Sara wants to know how a 

vegetarian gets enough protein. ………

4  Nuts and beans don’t have a lot 

of protein in them. ……… 

5  Erik feels better when he doesn’t 

eat steak. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 5

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with the best

connecting word. You can use some

words more than once.

a) and 

b) but

c) because

1  Vegetarians don’t eat meat or fish ……

vegans don’t eat any animal products at

all.

2  A vegetarian diet is healthy …… it can

reduce illness and disease.

3  It takes 900 litres of water to produce

one kilo of wheat …… it takes 100,000

litres to produce one kilo of meat.

4  Many people become vegetarians …… 

it is better for their health.

5  People in poor countries are hungry 

and thirsty …… we waste water and food

on livestock.

B  Match the first column with the second

to make sentences.

1  He doesn’t eat         a) …… because you

meat …… need them all.

2  She can’t eat  b) …… but most 

cheese ……                 people eat too

much from this

group.

3  You can’t replace      c) …… but she can

foods in one group      drink milk. 

for foods in 

another group ……

4  The smallest part     d) …… and you can

of the food                get the right

pyramid is the fats, nutrients.

oils and sweets ……

5  Eat different            e) …… because

foods ……                  he’s a

vegetarian.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 10

4 Pronunciation 

A  Where is the stress in each of these

words? Put them into the correct

category.

(a) healthy (b) delicious
(c) contribute (d) vegetarian
(e) overweight (f) unhealthy
(g) chicken (h) condition
(i ) vitamins (j) dessert

1 Stress on 1st syllable

2 Stress on 2nd syllable

3 Stress on 3rd syllable

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 5

Quick Smart Test 6: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                       Class                                Date
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Unit 7Unit 7 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 7

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the first column with the second

to make sentences.

1  I feel scared …… a) …… when I finish

all of my work.

2  I feel relieved …… b) …… when my

friends aren’t 

around.

3  I feel relaxed …… c) …… when I enter

a dark house. 

4  I feel angry …… d) …… when

someone is mean

to me.

5  I feel lonely …… e) …… when I’m on

holiday.

6  I feel proud …… f) …… when I do

well on an exam.

B  Match the words with their definitions.

a) posting

b) an editor 

c) a blogger 

d) access 

1  This person can help you with your 

mistakes.

2  People with computers have this.

3  Putting your details on a website.

4  This person writes about his / her life

online.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A  Read about Fiona’s experience with a

web diary, then answer True (T) or

False (F) for the questions below. 

I started writing my own web diary eight
months ago when my boyfriend and I had our
last fight. I thought it was a good way to talk
about my feelings. I wanted to see what other
people thought about my experience. At first, I
didn’t hear from many people and often from
just the same people. But then I started going
out and dating again a couple of months ago
and more people got interested. Suddenly I got
comments from all kinds of people. In the last
month, I’ve received hundreds of comments
about my new experiences. Someone’s even
suggested that I get my own TV programme.
What a good idea! I never thought of my
dating life as that interesting but everyone
says it is.

T / F 

1  Fiona started her web diary after 

she and her boyfriend had their 

last fight. ………

2  Only the same people wanted to 

talk to her about her feelings. ………

3  She heard from a lot of people 

in the beginning. ………

4  When she started dating, she 

got more comments. ………

5  She has received thousands of

comments. ………

6  She has never thought about 

having her own TV programme. ………

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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7  Fiona didn’t realise that her 

dating life was so interesting.       ……… 

8  Everyone says Fiona’s dating life 

is interesting. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 8

3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with the past

or present perfect tense.

1  He …… a web diary from September

until December.

a) wrote

b) has written

2  I …… online but many people I know 

have done this.

a) never dated

b) have never dated

3  Over the last two years, some people

…… very personal things on their blogs.

a) wrote

b) have written

4  I …… a trip to Japan and had a

marvellous time.

a) finished

b) have just finished

5  I …… about becoming a writer last year.

a) thought 

b) have thought

B  Match the first column with the second

to make questions and sentences.

1  Have you ever …… a) just finished your

web diary?

2  Have you …… b) thought about

online dating.

3  Haven’t …… c) you visited a chat

room before?

4  I’ve never …… d) shouted in

public?

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 9

4 Pronunciation 

A  Which words contain a sound which is

unlike the others?

A B                    C

1 chat          1 lonely           1 relieved

2 sad           2 blog             2 private

3 happy        3 self-exposure 3 excited

4 scared       4 proposed      4 outline

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 7: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 8Unit 8 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 8

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the words with their definitions.

1  watch a) piece of jewellery

you wear on your

ears

2  sunglasses b) something you

use to talk to

people

3  mobile phone c) something you

use to listen to

music

4  music player d) something you

wear to protect

your eyes from

the sun

5  necklace e) piece of jewellery

you wear on your

wrist

6  earrings f) something you

wear that tells

time

7  hat g) piece of jewellery

you wear around

your neck

8  bracelet h) something you

use to carry

things

9  scarf i) something you

wear around

your neck to

keep warm

10 bag j) something you

wear on your

head

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read the interview with Mr Brand and

Ms Individual, then match the phrases

to make true sentences below. 

Interviewer: Here we have two very different
dressers: Mr Brand and Ms
Individual. Let me ask you first,
Mr Brand. Where do you buy
your clothes?

Mr Brand: The best shops, of course.
Interviewer: And you, Ms Individual?
Ms Individual: I always buy second-hand. Why

pay full price?
Interviewer: Right. Do you always pay full

price, Mr Brand?
Mr Brand: You have to pay full price if you

want the real thing. And I 
want the logos. Doesn’t
everyone?

Ms Individual: Not me. I make my own street
fashion. I don’t need logos.

Mr Brand: That’s cool but I’m not giving up
my brands.

1  Mr Brand and      a)  …… from clothes

Ms Individual           at second-hand

don’t …… shops.

2  Mr Brand buys     b)  …… doesn’t

his clothes …… need logos.

3  Ms Individual        c)  …… only at the

makes her own         best and most

fashion …… expensive shops.
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4  Mr Brand             d)  …… because

accepts that             he wants the real

Ms Individual …… brands.

5  Mr Brand pays     e)  …… dress the

full price …… same.

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 5

3 Language 

A  Choose the appropriate article to

complete the phrases.

a) a / an           b) the           c) --

1  Fashion is not only for …… rich.

2  He always wears …… black trousers.

3  …… designer sunglasses complete the

outfit.

4  She has …… expensive haircut. 

5  Fashion and style are not …… same

thing.

6  Have you got …… style you prefer?

7  …… street fashion is very popular in

some places.

8  My friends and I like …… same style.

9  …… fashion comes from all over the

world.

10 My mother always wears …… scarf.

11 I feel more confident when I wear ……

logos.

12 …… new look is not for me.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 12

4 Pronunciation 

A  What sound does the –ed make in 

these words?

a) spotted

b) striped

c) patterned

d) checked

e) dyed

f) well-dressed

1 (t) 2 (ed)            3 (d)

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 8: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 9Unit 9 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 9

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the words with their definitions.

a) graffiti

b) shoplifting

c) murder

d) fraud

1  killing someone deliberately

2  illegal art on walls

3  taking money from people by tricking

them

4  stealing from a shop

B  Match the words from the first column

with the second to make phrases.

1  commit a) litter

2  arrest b) prison

3  go to c) a crime

4  drink d) photos

5  drop e) a criminal

6  take f ) alcohol

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read the interview with a prisoner,

then answer True (T) or False (F) for

the questions below.

Interviewer: I understand you’re in prison for
fraud? Is that correct?

Prisoner: That’s what they say. But I don’t
think that fraud is the right word
for what I did.

Interviewer: And why do you say that?
Prisoner: I don’t have to answer that, 

do I?
Interviewer: No, but it’s my job to find out as

much information as I can. Maybe
I can even help you.

Prisoner: I don’t need your help. I just need
to get out of prison.

Interviewer: Didn’t you lie to your boss about
money you got from a client?

Prisoner: No, it wasn’t a lie. I just didn’t tell
him about it.

Interviewer: I see.

T / F 

1  The interviewer wants to find 

out more information. ………

2  The prisoner doesn’t like the 

interviewer’s question. ………

3  The prisoner has to answer all 

of the questions. ………

4  The interviewer thinks he can 

help the prisoner. ………

5  The prisoner lied to his boss 

about money from a client.          ………
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6  The prisoner told his boss 

about the money. ………

7  The interviewer thinks the 

prisoner is there for fraud. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 7

3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with have to or

don’t have to.

a) have to

b) don’t have to

1  I …… eat something. I am so hungry

suddenly.

2  You …… be quiet. The neighbours will

hear you and get angry.

3  You …… help us. We’ve already finished.

4  We …… pay to get in. Somebody gave

us free tickets.

5  If you work at night, you …… sleep

during the day.

6  If you own a dog, you …… talk it for

walks.

7  You …… find the best people for the

team if you want to win.

8  If you have enough money in the bank,

you …… work.

9  I …… answer any of your questions if I

don’t want to.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 9

4 Pronunciation 

A  How many syllables does each word

have? Put them in the appropriate box.

a) Parliament

b) union

c) European

d) individual

e) criminal

f) commune

g) law

h) freedom

1 One syllable

2 Two syllables

3 Three syllables

4 More than three syllables

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 4

Quick Smart Test 9: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 10Unit 10 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 10

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the words to make phrases.

1  plug in a) the TV

2  switch on / off b) the button

3  press c) the cable

B  Complete the sentences with the best 

word.

a) test

b) experiment

c) solve

d) laboratory

e) robot

1  The scientists worked long into the 

night in their …… 

2  A …… is not like a person because it

doesn’t have feelings.

3  The …… failed because there weren’t

enough people on the project.

4  It was not easy to….the problem.

5  He didn’t have time to study but he had

to take the …… anyway.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 8

2 Reading 

A   Read about what Laura thinks life will

be like fifty years from now, then

answer the questions.

Life is going to be very different fifty years

from now. Technology is moving so fast already.

I think that in fifty years, people won’t need

cars anymore. We will just have special

machines that run on rubbish. And there won’t

be any phones because we will be able to talk

to anyone from a mini-computer on our clothes.

Computers as we know them today will be a

thing of the past. Robots will be everywhere we

go. They will be so similar to humans we won’t

always know the difference!

1  What does Laura think life is going to be

like fifty years from now?

a) completely different

b) similar but with some differences

c) almost the same

d) a little different

2  What does she think will happen to cars

and phones?

a) we will still need them in

emergencies

b) they will still be everywhere

c) we won’t need them because there

will be something better

d) everyone will still own one

3 According to Laura, robots will…

a) not be at all like humans

b) will be so similar that we won’t know

the difference

c) will run on rubbish

d) will be like mini-computers

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 6
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3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with the will

future.

a) won’t 

b) will happen

c) will

d) will you learn

e) will be like

1  What do you think …… in the future?

2  I …… go to the party on Saturday night

if it’s too late.

3  What do you think your life …… in five

years?

4  …… it be hard to find a job after

university?

5  What …… in that class?

B  Put the instructions in the correct order

(1-9). The first one is done for you.

…… This one?

…… Where? I can’t see.

..1.. First plug that cable in there.

…… But the button doesn’t work.

…… Oh, dear. It can’t work without the 

button.

…… I see now. What do I do next?

…… Choose the programme.

…… That’s fine. But remember to push the

button.

…… Right here.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 13

4 Pronunciation 

A  Where is the stress in each of these

words? Put them into the correct

category.

a) robot

b) population

c) information

d) hardware

e) connect

f) laboratory

g) data

h) prediction

i ) technological

1 Stress on 1st syllable

2 Stress on 2nd syllable

3 Stress on 3rd syllable

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 10: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 11Unit 11 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 11

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the sentences with the best

word.

a) traffic

b) flight

c) fares

d) climate change

e) fuel

f) passengers

g) airlines

1  …… costs have gone up a lot in the last

two years.

2  Air travel is causing …… 

3  The …… are fighting to offer the lowest

…… 

4  I was late because there was too much

…… 

5  There were 200 …… on that …… 

B  Complete the phrases with the best

preposition.

a) by

b) into

c) on / off

1  to travel …… boat

2  to get …… the plane

3  to climb …… the back seat of the car

4  to go …… bus

5  to get …… at Euston Station

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 12

2 Reading 

A   Read these notes from a cheap airline,

then answer T (True) / F (False) for

the questions below.

Our airline started about two years ago. We

only had five planes to keep costs low. At 

first we only had short flights between

London, Paris and Frankfurt. But since 

then, we’ve added other flights to cities in

Eastern Europe. Our idea was to make 

travel by air quick and convenient. We know

how people hate to queue and wait for 

delayed planes. So we made the process 

easier with e-tickets and self-check-in. So far

we’ve had no problems in our two short years

of business.

T / F 

1  This airline has been in business 

for a long time. ………

2  They saved money with only five 

planes. ………

3  They only travel within Western 

Europe. ………

4  The airline didn’t want people 

to wait in long queues. ………

5  E-tickets and self-check-in 

have not made it easier. ………

6  The airline has been successful 

so far. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 6
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3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with a) for or

b) since.

1  We went on holiday last year …… two

weeks.

2  It has been five years …… I travelled

abroad.

3  I have been in this English class ……

September.

4  She has studied English …… two years.

5  I’ve been in London …… a long time.

B  Complete the sentences with the past

or present perfect tense.

1  We …… a very long time for the

government to do something about

climate change.

a) ‘ve waited

b) has waited

c) waited

2  People …… millions of trees over the

past year to fight global warming.

a) planted

b) have planted

c) has planted

3  Since cheap travel …… several years

ago, more people are flying than ever

before.

a) has started

b) started

c) ‘ve started

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 8

4 Pronunciation 

A  How many syllables does each word

have? Put them in the appropriate box.

a) energy

b) environmentalist

c) conference

d) overcrowded

e) fuel

f) cell

g) luxury

h) climate

i ) pollute

j) speed

1 One syllable

2 Two syllables

3 Three syllables

4 More than three syllables

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 4

Quick Smart Test 11: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30
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Unit 12Unit 12 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 12

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the sentences with the best

word.

a) pin number

b) earn

c) cashpoint (ATM)

d) bank accounts

e) coins

f) note

g) bank balance

1  I need to check my …… It was low

yesterday.

2  I don’t have enough cash. I will have to

stop at the …… 

3  We have two …… at that bank.

4  I forgot my …… so I’ll have to speak to

someone at the bank.

5  That machine only takes …… so you

have to have change.

6  I don’t have anything more than a 5

pound …… 

7  I hope to …… a good salary in my first

job. 

B  Choose the opposite of each verb.

1 to save a to lose

2 to win b to steal

3 to borrow c to spend

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read the conversation between

Catherine and a bank assistant, then

answer T (True) / F (False) for the

questions below.

Catherine:    Hello. My name is Catherine

Nisbet. I’d like to check my bank

balance, please.

Agent: Certainly. Can I have your account

number, please?

Catherine:    Yes. It’s 0077-645600.

Agent: Thank you. And for security, can

you tell me your mother’s maiden

name?

Catherine:    Yes, it’s Logie.

Agent: Thank you. And your address,

please?

Catherine:   45 Kensington Church Street.

London W8 4LS.

Agent: Thank you. Your balance is 165

pounds.

Catherine:   OK. Great! That’s more than I

thought it was.

T / F

1  The bank tells Catherine her 

balance before she tells them her

account number. ………

2  They bank asks Catherine for 

her mother’s maiden name for 

security. ………

3  Catherine gives her mother’s 

address. ………
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4  Catherine’s bank balance is less 

than she thought it was. ………

5  Catherine is pleased about her 

bank balance.                           ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 5

3 Language 

A  Complete the student’s responses

with might be or will be.

a) might be b) will be

1  Interviewer: In 50 years do you think

the world will be a better

place?

Student: I don’t know. It …… 

2  Interviewer: In 50 years do you think

travelling will be even

easier?

Student: I think it definitely …… 

3  Interviewer: In 50 years do you think

you will still be working?

Student: I’m not sure. I …… 

4  Interviewer: In 50 years do you think

you will be rich?

Student: I …… It’s possible.

B  Complete the sentences with too or

enough.

a) too b) enough

1  She is never going to make …… money.

2  He talks …… much for most people.

3  He doesn’t talk to his friends …… 

4  She isn’t …… good at languages.

C  Put the sentences in the correct order

(1-5). The first one is done for you.

…… Do you think there’s a chance it will

happen again?

..1.. Did you hear about the cash machine

that gave out free money?

…… It might but the banks will be more

careful now.

…… Yes. That was amazing. 

…… True. But I really hope it happens again!

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 12

4 Pronunciation 

A  Which word sounds most like the first

word?

1  euro a) queue b) your     c) put

2  yen      a) your b) yes c) you

3  pound   a) fond b) down   c) choose

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 12: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30
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Unit 13Unit 13 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 13

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the words with their definitions.

1 overtake a) to stop 

2 crash b) to hit another car

3 park c) to pass

4 accelerate d) to speed up

5 brake e) to put your car

somewhere

B  Complete the sentences with the best

word.

a) accident

b) traffic lights

c) vehicle

d) speed

e) traffic jams

1  It’s not right to use your …… as a

weapon.

2  Watch your …… as you pass through the

town.

3  She had a very bad …… last December

and still can’t walk.

4  My parents have to leave work early to

avoid the …… 

5  Turn right at the …… on High Street.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read the text about Tom, a cyclist,

then answer T (True) / F (False) for

the questions below.

I live in the city so I really don’t need a car. I

started riding my bike about two years ago and

now I can’t live without it. I used to take public

transport everywhere but now I ride my bike

instead. It’s easy for me to cycle to college since

it’s not far from my house. There is even a

secure place for me to park my bike when I get

there. I cycle every morning and often with

friends. I feel better when I cycle and I am also

doing something good for the environment. I

want to save money too and this is a good way

to do it!

T / F

1  Tom doesn’t need a car because 

he lives in the city. ………

2  He can’t live without his bike.      ………

3  He doesn’t have to take public 

transport anymore. ………

4  Tom only cycles to college

alone. ………

5  Tom feels he is doing something 

good for the environment. ………

6  Cycling doesn’t help him save 

money. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 6
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3 Language 

A  Match the first column with the

second to make sentences.

1  I want to cycle ..d).. a)  …… to get to

school.

2  She is going to       b)  …… to be

England this                 more 

summer …… independent.

3  He takes the bus     c)  …… to chat

every morning …… with my friends.

4  I use the                d)  …… to get fit.

internet ……

5  He needs his           e)  …… to protect

helmet …… his head.

6  I learned to             f)  …… to study

drive …… English.

B  Complete the sentences with the

correct order of adjectives.

1  He wants to replace his …… bicycle.

a) slow old

b) old slow

2  There’s a …… motorway outside the city.

a) big new

b) new big

3  She has a …… car.

a) new gorgeous red

b) gorgeous new red

4  It’s easy to get a ticket if you’re a ……

driver.

a) fast young

b) young fast

5  I still love my …… bike.

a) lovely old blue

b) old blue lovely

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 11

4 Pronunciation 

A  Which words contain a sound which is

unlike the others?

A B                   C

1 traffic           1 read           1 bike

2 accident        2 speed         2 pipe

3 crash           3 steering       3 line

4 hate 4 bleed         4 circle

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 13: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30
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Unit 14Unit 14 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 14

1 Vocabulary

A  Match the words with their definitions.

1 stepmother a) when two parents are

not together anymore

2 half-brother b) the mother of children

who are not hers

3 single parent c) a child in the family

who has just one of

the same parents

4 divorced d) a person who doesn’t

have any brothers or

sisters

5 only child e) a mother or father

who is alone

B  Match the special occasions with the

words in the right column.

1 birth a) presents and cake

2 wedding b) jewellery

3 birthday c) honeymoon

4 graduation d) baby

5 anniversary e) degree certificate

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read the conversation between

Maureen, a recent bride, and her

wedding planner, then answer T (True)

/ F (False) for the questions below.

Maureen: Hello. I’m calling about my
wedding in September.

Wedding planner:    Yes. Your name, please?
Maureen: Maureen White.
Wedding planner:    Yes. I have your information

here. You got married in
Spain, is that correct?

Maureen: Yes, just south of Barcelona. 
Wedding planner:    And you were planning to

have the reception outside
but it rained.

Maureen: That’s right. So we’d like to
have some of our money
back.

Wedding planner:    I’m afraid we can’t be
responsible for the weather.
While you were planning
your wedding with us, we
offered you insurance but
you didn’t take it.

Maureen: We wanted to but we 
couldn’t spend any more
money. 

Wedding planner:    I’m sorry. We can’t give you
any money back.

T / F

1  Maureen was happy with her 

wedding. ………

2  Part of the wedding was going 

to be outside. ………
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3  Maureen wanted all of her 

money back. ………

4  The wedding planner offered 

insurance to Maureen. ………

5  Maureen didn’t buy the 

insurance because she thought 

it wasn’t going to rain. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 5

3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with the

correct combination of verb tenses.

While I …… for my wedding, my

grandmother …… to visit.

1  a) prepared b) was preparing

2  a) came b) was coming

When we …… the reception, everyone …… 

3  a) left b) were leaving

4  a) danced b) was dancing

Our friends …… from the balcony when we

…… rings at our wedding.

5  a) watched b) were watching

6  a) exchanged      b) were exchanging

When my sister ……, my stepmother and I

…… the invitations.

7  a) phoned b) was phoning

8  a) wrote b) were writing

My father …… while I …… abroad.

9  a) remarried b) was remarrying

10 b) studied b) was studying

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 10

4 Pronunciation 

A  Where is the stress in each of these

words? Put them into the correct

category. 

(a) honeymoon (b) celebration 

(c) occasion (d) birthday

(e) stepfather           (f) divorced

(g) reception (h) witness

(i) anniversary (j) husband

1 Stress on 1st syllable

2 Stress on 2nd syllable

3 Stress on 3rd syllable

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 5

Quick Smart Test 14: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30
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Unit 15Unit 15 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 15

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the sentences with the best

word.

a) epidemic

b) harmless

c) spread

d) vaccines

e) disease

1  …… are important for small children.

2  Many people fear an …… of bird flu.

3  An illness can …… very quickly.

4  You cannot always prevent …… 

5  Some viruses are …… but others can kill.

B  Complete the sentences with the best

phrase.

1  When you have a     a) take an aspirin

bad infection …… tablet.

2  When you have a     b) take antibiotics.

cough …… 

3  When you have a     c) use lots of

headache …… tissues.

4  When you need a    d) take cough

vaccine ……                medicine.

5  When you have a     e) get an

cold …… injection.

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read Steve’s comments about his

health, then answer T (True) / F (False)

for the questions below.

I worry a lot about my health. Everyone in my

family is overweight so I have to be very

careful about my diet. But I don’t exercise very

much. My doctor says that unless I start

exercising soon, I will continue to gain weight.

I told her that I can’t find the time to exercise,

but she said that I have to make the time. I

study very hard and spend a lot of time on my

computer. I’m not very good at sports so it’s

going to be hard for me to find something I

like. Perhaps I’ll try swimming or running so I

can still eat sweets.

T / F

1  Steve’s family is all overweight. ………

2  Steve isn’t careful about his diet. ………

3  He exercises a lot. ………

4  His doctor says that he needs 

to make more time for exercise. ………

5  Steve spends a lot of time 

studying. ………

6  He is good at sports. ………

7  He wants to find a sport he 

likes so he can still eat sweets. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 7
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3 Language 

A  Mark the sentences that can take will.

1  Most people worry if they …… get 

flu. …… 

2  Fewer people …… get ill if we 

give them special vaccines. …… 

3  You …… feel better after you eat 

a good breakfast. …… 

4  If you eat less, you …… lose 

weight. …… 

5  Unless you …… get the injection, 

you can’t go to Africa. …… 

6  If you …… want to get better, 

take antibiotics. …… 

7  If you’re a smoker, you …… 

have a greater risk of heart 

disease. …… 

8  If you don’t watch your diet, 

you …… gain weight. ……

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 8

4 Pronunciation 

A  Match the words that rhyme.

1  cough a) rug

2  flu b) make

3  ache c) new

4  drug d) off

5  spread e) said

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 5

Quick Smart Test 15: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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Unit 16Unit 16 QSE Pre-Intermediate               Quick Smart Test 16

1 Vocabulary

A  Complete the sentences with the best

word or phrase.

a) the tube

b) a packed lunch

c) host family

d) accommodation

e) excursions

f) included in

1  The …… I’m staying with lives outside

the city.

2  Meals are not …… the price of the

course.

3  The …… is going to be very expensive

for two months.

4  When I live in London this summer, I

intend to take …… to my language

school.

5  There are going to be …… every

Saturday.

6  I am going to bring …… since I don’t like

the food at the cafeteria.

B  Match the words with their definitions.

1  self-access room a) class taught in a

short period of

time but with 

a lot of 

information

2  examinations b) space with books

and materials for

students

3  intensive course c) the way

someone speaks

a language

4  accent d) tests often given

at the end of a

course

1 Vocabulary: my score is ….…. out of 10

2 Reading 

A   Read about where Phil is going this

summer, then answer T (True) / F (False)

for the questions below.

I’m doing an intensive English course in
Edinburgh, Scotland this summer. The course
is only six weeks long but we are going to have
lessons for eight hours a day. Fortunately, we
won’t be in the classroom all the time. We have
excursions planned on Wednesdays and
Saturdays. The instructors are going to take us
to see the sights in the city. And we’re even
travelling all the way to the Isle of Skye for one
of the weekends. I don’t intend to get a lot of
rest while I’m on the course. There are too
many people to get to know and too many
things to do.

T / F

1  Phil is going to do a course in 

England this summer. ………

2  The course is short but the 

days are long. ………
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3  Not all of his time is going to 

be in the classroom. ………

4  The excursions are only for 

one day. ………

5  Phil plans to get a lot of rest 

on the course. ………

2 Reading: my score is ….…. out of 5

3 Language 

A  Complete the sentences with the

correct verb to talk about Christina’s

plans for the day.

a) is seeing art

b) is going

c) is having dinner

d) is having breakfast

e) is going to be

f) is having lunch

g) is travelling

h) is watching

1  At 7 o’clock in the morning, Christina

…… with her host family. 

2  At 8 o’clock, she …… to school by tube.

3  At 9 o’clock, she …… in her English

class.

4  At 12:30, she …… with a friend.

5  At 3 o’clock in the afternoon, she …… at

a museum.

6  At 7 o’clock in the evening, she …… with

her host family.

7  At 9 o’clock at night, she …… her

favourite TV programme.

8  At half past 10 at night, she …… to bed.

B  Choose the best verb to complete the

sentences about the future.

a) ‘re meeting

b) plans to stay

c) intend to go

d) am going to take

1  This summer I …… an intensive course in

London.

2  She …… with a host family for two

months.

3  We …… for lunch at 1 o’clock.

4  I …… to bed early tonight.

3 Language: my score is ….…. out of 12

4 Pronunciation 

A  Which words contain a sound which is

unlike the others?

A B                 C

1 tube         1 host          1 good

2 food         2 most          2 rule

3 lunch        3 course       3 school

4 noon         4 toast            4 tool

4 Pronunciation: my score is ….…. out of 3

Quick Smart Test 16: 

my total score is ….….….…. out of 30

Name                                                                        Class                                Date
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